■ DWV Piping Systems

The drain, waste and vent piping system
in a building is a crucial component of the
overall plumbing infrastructure
By Grant Stuempfle
In a building, the Drain, Waste and Vent
(DWV) system is often an overlooked, yet it
is an essential component of the plumbing
infrastructure. The majority of DWV piping
systems are hidden below floors, behind walls,
and in ceilings. Out of sight, out of mind.
That is until your previously fully functional
plumbing system has a problem.
Plumbing may be out of sight, but just like
any other mechanical system, your DWV

and diminish the likelihood of plumbing
emergencies that could send your building
occupants reeling.

DWV system evaluation
There is no one-size-fits-all maintenance
program for DWV systems. Building
occupancy type and usage, piping material,
and other special conditions that are unique
to your building requires evaluating your

Plumbing may be out of sight, but just like any
other mechanical system, your DWV piping
should be properly and regularly maintained,
regardless of the material.
piping should be properly and regularly
maintained, regardless of the material.
Developing a DWV maintenance plan will
keep your plumbing system top of mind.
This will help facility management to budget
effectively for your system maintenance
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DWV systems as a first step.
Facility management can start by
performing a regularly scheduled visual
examination of the DWV system. You are
looking for proper slope, appropriate support
of the piping system and components, suitable
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The majority of DWV piping systems are
hidden below floors, behind walls, and in
ceilings.
venting and clear vents, and of course, any
visible leaks in the piping system, among
other things. Regular visual inspection is just
one step in a larger effort to maintain your
DWV system.
If your visual inspection reveals no obvious
signs of wear and tear, do not assume that you
are in the clear. Many factors outside of the
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If your visual inspection reveals no
obvious signs of wear and tear, do not
assume that you are in the clear.

Cleaning chemicals Harsh cleaning
chemicals having a pH range outside the
normal range of expected sanitary effluents
could be harmful to the DWV system, unless
properly flushed.
Grease interceptors These should be
serviced in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations so as not to allow its
contents to go septic. Proper disposal of
food particles is key to the health of an
interceptor.

DWV system can have negative effects on it
and its long-term functionality. These factors
are what are at the heart of the maintenance
program. As conditions change, the frequency
and the way you maintain your system should
change with it.
Once you have completed your visual
inspection, consider the risk factors that
make your building unique. What are some
of the considerations when determining the
factors and frequency of your maintenance
program?
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Gases from the municipal sewer Some
municipalities depend on the building’s vent
system to vent gases from the sewer, which
can be harmful to the building vent piping
because this is not the intended application.
When these gases are in the system, regular
flushing should be performed to minimize
the impacts.
Building usage Is the buildings occupancy
year-round or seasonal? If usage is low, more
frequent maintenance of the DWV system
may be required.

Low flow or no flow fixtures The
proliferation of low flow and waterless
fixtures for conservation have unintended
consequences. Not enough water in the lines
to self-scour or to float the proverbial boat
leaves behind microbes that are potentially
harmful to your piping system.
Soda fountain systems Sodas are typically
low pH fluids. In high concentrations, they
can be detrimental to pipe and fittings,
especially if they are not properly flushed
through the system.
Commercial kitchens High temperature
fluids from pasta stations or commercial
dishwashers can exceed the working
temperatures of some piping systems and lead
to system failures.
Special waste Any waste outside the
scope of normal sanitary effluents should be
treated as such, with piping approved for the
materials that they are conveying. Any special
Continued on page 24
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How to maintain your
DWV system

chemicals must be properly diluted before
being allowed in the city sewer.

There are countless tools available for you
to incorporate into a facility maintenance
program.
Camera inspection allows you to see inside
your piping system and identify issues that
would otherwise remain hidden until it is too
late.
Jetting, drain cleaning, cabling, or
rodding to the municipal sewer are also
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De-icing agents De-icing agents (road salts,
sand and the like) used on roadways can
accumulate in the DWV system in parking
garages. This accumulation needs to be assessed
and a maintenance schedule developed to flush
and clean the system to the municipal sewer.
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effective methods for cleaning and clearing
your DWV system.
Solenoid may be installed to introduce
water to dilute, wash or clean the DWV
system where needed.
Installing vented running traps to isolate
the building’s DWV system from the city
sewer will prevent your municipality from
relying on your building to vent gases into the
city sewer system.
Follow the manufacturer maintenance
recommendations of any dilution tanks the
building may have.
Identify and replace any aggressive
cleaners that the building cleaning or
maintenance personnel may be using with a
neutral pH cleaning alternative.
Consider installing upstream flush valves on
soda fountain lines for proper dilution.
Many factors outside of the DWV system
itself can have long-term effects on the
system’s performance and functionality.
Slope, system design, fixtures, frequency of
use, chemicals and cleaners, maintenance,
materials, and water levels and quality are
just some of the factors that can affect a DWV
system. All of these influences and more
need to be examined and properly assessed
by facility management when creating an
effective plastic or cast iron DWV system
maintenance program.
The information above is not meant to
be a complete list of all factors that need to
be considered and are merely suggestions
for formulating a maintenance program.
It may be necessary to consult a plumbing
professional when designing an effective
DWV preventative maintenance program to
keep your plumbing system from being topof-mind for all the wrong reasons. ✚
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